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 Every conversation stopped and every eye turned toward the long-legged black 

horse and its rider coming up the one dusty street of San Juan, New Mexico. People 

adjusted their hat brims and turned their heads, looking for a way to block the bright mid-

morning sun against which the horse and rider appeared in vague outline.   

 The horse drew more attention than the rider; it stood more than sixteen hands and 

was soot-black, but it was the smooth gait of a southern plantation walking horse rather 

than its appearance that really riveted the attention.  Such horses, bred for riding comfort 

rather than speed or quickness, were rare in New Mexico, where most people preferred 

the hardy mustang stock. 

 When the false front of Gibson's Mercantile blocked the sun so that the people 

could see the horse more clearly, they saw a thin horse, the bones of its withers and rump 

clearly visible.  Horsemen in the crowd, though, noted that the horse was thin from hard 

work rather than lack of feed or care.  What the horsemen noticed instead were bright 
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clear eyes, a smooth shiny coat, neatly trimmed hooves with new shoes and an alert 

demeanor. 

In contrast, only the rider's clothing would attract attention to him.  He would stand 

no more than five feet, six inches and appeared slight of build.  His black suit, white shirt, 

and black tie weren't so unusual for a big day like the Fourth of July, but the suit was 

spotless and neatly pressed, the boiled white shirt crisply starched, his face smoothly 

shaved and the hat flawless.  The contrast between the rider’s immaculate appearance 

and the hard-used appearance of the horse wasn’t lost upon the watchers. 

 The man rode directly to the table set up on the rough new planks of the sidewalk 

in front of Gibson's Mercantile.  A sign, neatly lettered in the same blue paint and white 

trim as the signs that identified the San Juan Bank and, next door, Gibson's Mercantile, 

announced "Noon, Fourth of July, 1868  One Mile Race.  $10 Entry, $100 Prize." 

 Most of the townspeople didn't recognize the rider as the new schoolteacher, who 

most had seen only once weeks earlier, until they noticed the manner in which he slightly 

dragged his left leg as he walked.  Andrew Jackson Hayes - - the townspeople had 

already begun to refer to him as Professor Hayes - - took a moment to adjust his hat 

before he strode to the table set up to register entrants into the big horse race. 

 Wisps of smoke from the fire over which quarters of beef sputtered drifted over the 

knot of people hanging around the registration table.  The odor of beef and smoke mixed 

with the odor of the boards of the sidewalk so recently cut that resin still seeped to the 

surface.   

A smiling man in casual denim work pants and a blue plaid shirt stood as Professor 

Hayes approached.  The difference in the two men was startling.  The man at the table 
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towered over Hayes by almost a foot and was so well proportioned that one only noticed 

how massive he was in comparison to others nearby.  The skin of his face and hands was 

surprisingly tan for one with such light blonde hair and blue eyes.  He extended his hand 

toward Hayes. "Professor Hayes,” he said, “you might not remember me.  I'm Devlon 

Gibson." 

Hayes smiled at the idea that anyone might forget Devlon Gibson and responded, 

"Of course, Mr. Gibson."  Gibson’s hand dwarfed that of Hayes. "Is it too late to enter the 

race?"  

 "No," Gibson responded, surprise evident on his face.  “But you don't intend to 

enter, do you?" 

"Is there any reason why I shouldn't?" Professor Hayes asked.  His startlingly light 

gray eyes, made to look even lighter against his black hair and the deeply browned skin of 

his hands and face, locked with those of Devlon Gibson.   

 "I guess not, Professor," Gibson said. He paused to take in the expressions of other 

townspeople. "There is wagering, you realize?" 

 "Good," Hayes said, and laid a ten dollar gold piece on the table.  "And do I 

understand correctly that you offer two to one odds versus your horse in side bets?" 

 Gibson's eyes drifted toward the walking horse Hayes had left standing in the 

street.  The horse's eyes followed Hayes' every movement.  As Gibson's eyes met with 

several in the crowd, a smile crept across his face as if sharing some private joke. "This is 

only a one mile race. Are you sure you want to run your horse in it?" 

 Hayes smiled slightly as he pulled a small leather poke from a pocket inside his 

coat. "If you have scales, I believe this is one hundred dollars worth of gold."  Hayes 
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opened the poke and spilled small, rough kernels of gold onto the paper that listed race 

participants. 

 Gibson's eyes glanced from the gold to the professor and quickly back to the gold.  

The big man recovered his aplomb, quickly swept the gold back into the leather bag and 

dropped it into a metal box.  "Certainly, I'll cover your wager, Professor. It just caught me 

by surprise, you being a teacher and all." 

 Bystanders smiled. Several poked their neighbors in the side with their elbows. 

 "But to be neighborly and welcome you to San Juan, I'll offer you three to one.  

Three hundred dollars if you beat my horse," Gibson offered. 

 "Quite generous of you, Mr. Gibson," Hayes responded. He started to turn toward 

his horse, but Gibson's voice stopped him.   

 "I'll also put the title of my racing mare against that black walking horse."   

 Hayes nodded and offered his hand. 

 "What do you call that long-legged black horse, Professor?" someone in the crowd 

asked. 

 "I call him Napoleon," Professor Hayes answered, quiet good humor in his voice. 

 "Why Napoleon?" a red-faced farmer asked.   

 "Because you can see all the bony parts," Hayes answered and smiled. 

 Laughter rippled through the crowd as the teacher walked away.  Word quickly 

spread that Professor Hayes had bet one hundred dollars on his skinny walking horse in a 

one mile race. Most thought betting on a walking horse in a short race was funny, 

although a few scolded Gibson, telling him that he should feel ashamed for taking the new 
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teacher's money. A hundred dollars was several months’ salary for the teacher, not to 

mention setting him afoot. 

 The big black horse followed without Hayes touching his reins. The crowd scattered 

from in front of Gibson's Mercantile.  A tall, older man with long white hair sat in a wooden 

rocking chair with his long legs stretched casually in front of himself and sipped from a 

glass of whiskey.  "Your money just turned to water, Devlon," he drawled. 

 Gibson looked at Doc Ramsey in surprise.  "You don't think that walking horse can 

compete with my mare, do you?" he asked. 

 Doc Ramsey pulled five golden eagles from his pocket. "On the Professor's horse," 

he offered. 

 "Same three to one for you, Doc."  Gibson grinned but underneath he couldn't help 

but wonder. The old rascal did know horses. But his mare had never been beaten, Gibson 

reassured himself.


